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Directed evolution of macromolecular machines can explain 
principles of biological design and generate new catalytic 
apparatuses for synthetic biology1–8. Unfortunately, directed 

evolution methods can be hindered by practical considerations. 
The combinatorial space for evolution is immense (for example, in 
a 300 amino acid protein, there are roughly 20300 possible amino 
acid sequences), and random mutagenesis alone cannot screen all 
possible variants9–12. Furthermore, macromolecular machines often 
have complex tertiary structures that contribute to their function13, 
where residues distant in sequence are close in three-dimensional 
(3D) space (Fig. 1a). Even given effective selections, performant 
designs cannot be easily recovered. Such practical limitations are 
exacerbated in large macromolecular machines, such as the bacte-
rial ribosome, which has three ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) compris-
ing roughly 4,500 nucleotides (nt) (that is, the 16S rRNA, 23S rRNA 
and 5S rRNA) and 54 proteins1–4,8,9,14.

Directed evolution of the ribosome has emerged as a promis-
ing opportunity in chemical and synthetic biology1–5,7–9,14–22. A 
major goal of ribosome engineering is to repurpose the ribosome 
for diverse genetically encoded chemistries to create new classes 
of enzymes, therapeutics and materials by selectively incorporat-
ing noncanonical monomers into peptides and proteins. While 
the natural ribosome works well for many noncanonical α-amino 
acids, there is poor compatibility with the natural translation appa-
ratus for numerous classes of non-α-amino acids (for example, 
backbone-extended amino acids; γ−, δ−, ε− and so on) leading to 
inefficiencies in incorporation1–4,23,24.

Methods for engineering ribosomes have been developed to 
address these inefficiencies7,16,21,25,26. In vivo, tethered ribosomes 

have made possible the first fully orthogonal ribosomal messenger 
RNA system in cells, where a subpopulation of ribosomes are avail-
able for engineering and are independent from wild-type ribosomes 
supporting cell life18. Tethered ribosome systems have two key fea-
tures. First, the anti-Shine–Dalgarno sequence of the 16S rRNA can 
be mutated yielding orthogonal ribosomes that selectively initiate 
translation of orthogonal mRNAs (o-mRNAs) with mutated Shine–
Dalgarno sequences19,27,28. Second, the small and large ribosomal 
subunits are covalently linked together (Fig. 1b). In the first tethered 
ribosome system, Ribo-T, the core 16S and 23S rRNAs were joined 
together to form a single chimeric molecule via helix h44 of the 16S 
rRNA and helix H101 of the 23S rRNA18. By selecting otherwise 
dominantly lethal rRNA mutations in the large ribosomal subunit, 
Ribo-T was evolved to synthesize protein sequences that are inacces-
sible to the natural ribosome18. Since the initial discovery of Ribo-T 
and a subsequent stapled design15, new orthogonal Ribo-T–mRNA 
pairs as well as tether sequences have been optimized9,14,22. During 
optimization, tether residues were randomized in sequence but not 
in length9, and mutations to surrounding residues surrounding a 
fixed RNA linker (the J5/5a junction from the Tetrahymena group I 
intron) were investigated14. Despite the improvement, the potential 
of tethered ribosomes remains limited by their low activity.

The untapped potential and existing inefficiencies of teth-
ered ribosome systems motivate new directed evolution-based 
approaches to engineer these systems and improve their activity. 
Previous works were limited in throughput in evaluating designs 
(for example, 48 and 108 members were evaluated in two previous 
efforts9,14) due to reliance on clonal isolation and functional test-
ing. A possible bottleneck has been that the regions of interest in 
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the tethered ribosomes are separated by roughly 2,900 nt (the length 
of the circularly permuted 23S rRNA18), and current readily avail-
able methods for next-generation sequencing (NGS) are typically 
limited to overlapping read lengths of roughly 300 nt. Methods that 
address this29,30 face limitations that hinder applications to large 
macromolecular machines such as the ribosome. Briefly, they rely 
on custom bioinformatic pipelines, barcoding strategies inherent 
to protein-based machines, or are limited in the distance between 
regions of interest29–31.

With these limitations in mind, we present a molecular biol-
ogy technique called Evolink (evolution and linkage) (Fig. 1a). 
Evolink connects two or more regions of nucleic acid sequence 
that are distant in primary sequence but close in 3D structure (in 
RNA or protein form) to enable NGS readouts of winning pheno-
types. Evolink uses low-cost methods familiar to most molecular 
biology practitioners with flexible design parameters that lower the  

barrier for powerful directed evolution experiments without 
requiring advanced knowledge of statistics or computational meth-
ods to infer regions of likely coevolution in macromolecules as pre-
vious approaches necessitated29–31. In this work, we apply Evolink 
to improve tethered ribosomes and to study the function of rRNA 
helices implicated in ribosome subunit interaction and function.

The combination of Evolink with computational modeling 
allows for efficient evolution of macromolecular machines with 
complex structures, such as the ribosome. Because Evolink gener-
ates a plasmid as its endpoint molecule, it can be iterated to link 
multiple regions together and can be adjusted to different molecules 
of interest. The limits of Evolink are bound by available sequencing 
read lengths, and thus we expect its use will scale with advances in 
sequencing technology. Looking forward, we anticipate the Evolink 
approach will be valuable for future engineering of ribosomes and 
other macromolecular machines.
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Fig. 1 | overview of Evolink and tethered ribosome design and evolution. a, RNA- and protein-based enzymes with regions that are distal in primary 
sequence but proximate in 3D space (regions 1 and 2, blue and red, respectively), and are likely functionally linked. Molecular biology steps of Evolink 
(PCR-1, LIG-1, PCR-2) to link regions together in a single amplicon that enable overlapping NGS readouts. DNA oligos (green), can be flexibly designed 
depending on the machine architecture encoded on a plasmid. b, Rosetta-predicted structure of a previously reported tethered ribosome showing tethers, 
denoted T1 and T2, in 3D space as well as likely secondary structure representation. Representative encoding plasmid (right) is shown. c, The DBTA 
evolution scheme. Test includes selection, Evolink and the resulting NGS reads. Analyze involves Rosetta modeling to infer tether structure and predicted 
stability. Results from each round feed into Design and Build.
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Results
Linking of sequence-distant regions on a single NGS read. We 
aimed to develop a generalizable method guided by computational 
design for directed evolution of sequence-distant sites of macromo-
lecular machines, first focusing on evolving the tether sequences in 
tethered ribosomes. We started by developing Evolink, a three-step 
process that uses polymerase chain reaction (PCR), ligation and a 
second PCR to bring together formerly separated regions of a plas-
mid for a continuous NGS read. This process is analogous to ampli-
fying and closing the ‘backbone’ of a plasmid, where the ‘insert’ 
omitted from amplification is the sequence separating the two 
regions of interest. Because Evolink uses simple, general-purpose 
molecular biology techniques (PCR and ligation), it can extend to 
other plasmid-encoded molecular machines (Fig. 1a).

To start, we demonstrated the three key molecular biology 
steps of Evolink (termed PCR-1, LIG-1, PCR-2) (Fig. 1a, right) on 
a clonal plasmid sample encoding Ribo-T v2 (9) (Extended Data  
Fig. 1a). In our architecture for PCR-1, in which T1 is upstream 
(5′) of T2, the forward primer binds upstream of T2 and the reverse 
primer binds downstream (3′) of T1, such that the primers for 
PCR-1 bind ‘inside’ the two regions of interest (Fig. 1a, top right). 
For PCR-1 primers, the sequence between each respective primer 
and region of interest (reverse primer-T1 and forward primer-T2 
in this case) defines the NGS amplicon length. Additionally, the 
primers’ sequences can be adapted for restriction enzyme-based, 
isothermal assembly31, or blunt-end ligation for the subsequent 
ligation (LIG-1). We assessed the compatibility of PCR-1 with 
multiple primer sets with designed overhangs for Type I/II restric-
tion enzyme digestion, 5′ phosphorylation for blunt-end ligation 
or overlapping complimentary sequences for isothermal assembly. 
We found PCR-1 to be successful with all four primer sets featur-
ing different 5′ modifications (either phosphorylation or custom 
sequences) (Extended Data Fig. 1b).

Following PCR-1, the product was cyclized via unimolecular 
ligation in LIG-1, proximally linking the previously distant regions. 
PCR-1 products that used primers harboring restriction enzyme cut 
sites were processed with a corresponding enzymatic digest. Those 
that used 5′ phosphorylated primers or enzymatic digestion were 
ligated with T4 ligase, while those featuring overlapping comple-
mentary sequences used isothermal assembly for ligation32.

Finally, we carried out PCR-2 with a new set of primers to 
amplify the now-linked regions of interest. In PCR-2, the prim-
ers are designed with the forward primer upstream of T1 and 

the reverse primer downstream of T2, such that now the primers 
are ‘outside’ of the regions of interest (Fig. 1a, bottom right). The 
sequences between each respective primer and region of interest 
(forward primer-T1 and reverse primer-T2 in this case) contribute 
to the final NGS amplicon. We designed primers such that the final 
product is roughly 200 nt and can be directly used in NGS library 
preparation. PCR-2 was performed with products from four differ-
ent ligation methods (Type I/II restriction enzyme digestion and 
ligation, blunt-end ligation and isothermal assembly), each with 
eight different input template amounts into the ligation (1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50 ng). We observed successful generation of the desired 
amplicon for NGS for all 32 reactions tested (Extended Data Fig. 1),  
and moved forward with blunt-end ligation because it did not rely 
on any specific DNA sequence and proved successful with the  
minimum amount of template tested.

Applying Evolink to tethered ribosomes. We sought to apply 
Evolink to develop mutant tethered ribosomes for improved activ-
ity (Fig. 1b). Specifically, we looked to improve on the function of 
Ribo-T v2 (ref. 9) by simultaneously optimizing residues compris-
ing the tether for length and sequence, leveraging the throughput of 
Evolink and post facto structural modeling. Central to our efforts 
was the iterative application of design-build-test-analyze (DBTA) 
cycles (Fig. 1c), where multiple libraries can be tested, each library 
building on results and analysis of ones previously. Previous efforts 
carrying out a single pass of library design, building and selection/
screening, were limited by the breadth of the libraries tested. Our 
iterative process allowed for progressively deeper focus without 
compromising breadth. Because Evolink uses NGS, our approach 
allows for larger sampling and screening of the solution space com-
pared to past efforts.

First, we elected to broadly sample possible lengths and 
sequences of T1 and T2 with a degenerate library of 5–15 nt 
(Fig. 2a). The library of tether designs was transformed into an 
Escherichia coli strain SQ171 lacking rrn operons on the genome33 
and viable cells, which survive solely on tethered ribosomes, were 
identified by growth on agar9,18. Resulting colonies were collected 
and selection was carried out in liquid culture (Fig. 2b). We pas-
saged cells in liquid culture for roughly 40 generations, hypothe-
sizing that faster growing mutants would become more enriched. 
Plasmids from the culture were collected daily over four days 
and subjected to Evolink and NGS. T1 and T2 sequences, which 
represent the two strands of RNA that make up the tether, were 
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Fig. 2 | Results of the Broad Sampling Library. a, Residues targeted in this library (red) depicted with surrounding residues (black) in native secondary structure. 
b, Fold enrichment (log2) of tether sequence pairs during selection in liquid culture over four time points (one timepoint per day for 4 days). c, Analysis of the 
NGS results reveals convergence toward 9 and 12 nt for T1 and T2 regions, respectively. Data representative of three independent experiments. On average, 
1,789 unique genotypes were observed with sequencing coverage greater than ten reads per genotype. Sequencing of the starting plasmid library revealed a 
diversity greater than 800,000. The theoretical diversity of this library was roughly 2.1 × 1018.
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directly linked in a single amplicon for NGS, taking advantage of 
overlapping reads with high fidelity to improve identification of 
pairwise interactions between the two regions. Subsequent analy-
sis revealed a range of enrichments for many genotypes observed 
over the time course (Fig. 2b). Specifically, we observed enrichment 
(log2-fold change) values between about 5 and 6, and roughly 1,800 
unique genotypes after the LB-agar-based selection converging to 
roughly 450 unique genotypes over the time course (Fig. 2b and 
Extended Data Fig. 2). Two key features emerged from these data. 
First, the same T1 sequences paired with multiple T2 sequences 
(Supplementary Fig. 1). For example, T1: 5′-CAGGGUACACC-3′ 
paired with T2: 5′-CCCAUUCA-3′, 5′-AUUCACUUGG-3′ and 
5′-CGACGAGCG-3′ to yield enrichment values of 5.69, 2.17 and 
−1.5, respectively. These data indicate that contributions of the two 
tether sequences to overall ribosome assembly and function depend 
on each other and are not simply additive. Second, we observed a 
trend in the sequencing data toward specific optimal tether lengths, 
converging on a length of 9 nt for T1 and 12 nt for T2 (Fig. 2c).

Structural fragility of the Tether–H101 junction. Based on pre-
vious literature that showed stapled ribosome function is sensi-
tive to the connection between the tether and 23S rRNA residues14 
(‘Tether–H101 junction’), we wondered whether the Tether–H101 
junction would also be important in the Ribo-T design context9,18 
(Fig. 3a). To explore this question, we next fixed the tether iden-
tity according to the Ribo-T v2 sequence9 and constructed a library 
that consisted of every possible combination of base deletions in the 
Tether–H101 junction region (Fig. 3b). This systematic approach 
avoided the assumption that the wild-type ribosome’s second-
ary structure was preserved when tethered. Similar to the Broad 
Sampling Library, we used the SQ171 strain for selection. Evolink 
results on this library converged to 5′-GCG-3′ and 5′-CGC-3′ in 
regions 1 and 2, respectively, revealing that base changes in the 
Tether–H101 junction indeed affect tethered ribosome func-
tion (Fig. 3c). These results indicated that the folding behavior of  
this junction may have an important influence on both tethered 
ribosome structure and function.

To further explore this hypothesis, we turned to computational 
modeling to gauge structural stability of the Tether–H101 junc-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 2). We suspected secondary structure 
modeling with ViennaRNA34 and tertiary structure modeling 
with Rosetta FARFAR2 (ref. 35) might help to understand possible 
structural features that may contribute to improved tether RNAs 
and overall ribosome function, and use those insights to inform 
subsequent library design. First, we used RNAcofold to conduct 

secondary structure predictions on the four most prevalent tether 
sequences that emerged from the Broad Sampling Library (for 
example, a 10 or 12 nt tether, T1: 5′-AUGACAUGGU-3′ and T2: 
5′-CCGGCUUCGGAA-3′) to assess the degree to which tether 
structure was dependent on its structural context (Supplementary 
Fig. 2). If the tether’s structure is perfectly independent of the sur-
rounding residues, the same base pairing would be observed regard-
less of surrounding residues included in the RNAcofold analysis. 
We computed the minimum free energy secondary structure of the 
tether under two different conditions. The first, ‘unconstrained’ cal-
culation, allowed the adjacent 23S rRNA junction (Helix 101 in the 
wild-type ribosomal 23S rRNA) to ‘re-fold’ rather than constrain-
ing it to adopt the base pairing observed in experimental structures 
of the E. coli ribosome36. In the second, ‘constrained’ calculation, 
the 23S rRNA junction residues must adopt native base pairing. 
For three of four tethers, we observed the same tether base pairs 
in the constrained and unconstrained structures, but the adjacent 
23S junction maintained its wild-type structure in only one case 
(Supplementary Fig. 2a,c,d). For the remaining tether, significantly 
different RNA secondary structures were observed between the 
‘constrained’ and ‘unconstrained’ models (Supplementary Fig. 2b). 
To further characterize tether flexibility, we also calculated delta 
entropy at each position, paying particular attention to residues  
predicted to substantially rearrange in our secondary structure 
modeling (Supplementary Fig. 2).

We conducted 3D modeling of these tethers to augment our 
understanding (Fig. 4a–d and Extended Data Fig. 3a–d), using 
Rosetta’s RNA fragment assembly code35 to model analogous con-
strained and unconstrained states of the tether with FARFAR2  
(Fig. 4b,c, respectively, and Extended Data Fig. 3a–d). For each 
tether, the constrained and unconstrained simulations resulted in 
significantly different structures and energy distributions (compare 
Fig. 4b,c; also Fig. 4d and Extended Data Fig. 3a–d), suggesting 
that the Tether–H101 junction may not be particularly stable. Our 
results from investigating the Tether–H101 junction, both experi-
mentally and computationally, led us to reinforce the structure 
of the Tether–H101 junction, as well as to optimize tether length 
and sequence together in subsequent rounds of directed evolution. 
Instead of the naturally occurring 5′-GCG-3′/5′-CGC-3′ stem, we 
chose a 5′-CUG-3′/5′-CAG-3′ sequence in case a two-register shift 
might compromise the hypothesis behind our design.

Evolink and validation of a Designed Junction library. With the 
range of tether lengths informed by the Broad Sampling Library 
and the designed base pairs at the Tether–H101 junction, we next 
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performed Evolink on the Designed Junction Library followed 
by 3D-structure analysis, featuring 6 to 9 random nucleotides 
for both T1 and T2 regions with the addition of three synthetic 
base pairs at the Tether–H101 junction. This was to increase the 
independence of tether folding from junction folding (Fig. 4e). 
Evolink was carried out over four time points/days (Fig. 4f). 
Tether lengths converged to a length of 6 and 8 nt for T1 and T2, 
respectively, with the most commonly observed sequence being 
T1, 5′-GUUAUA-3′ and T2, 5′-AUCCCAGG-3′ (Fig. 4g). Post 
facto modeling of select highly enriched genotypes as described 
previously (Methods, Structural fragility of the Tether–H101 
junction) revealed improved agreement between constrained and 
unconstrained models compared to the Broad Sampling Library 
(Fig. 4h and Extended Data Fig. 3e–h). Notably, modeling revealed 
predicted base pairing in the designed junction residues in both 
the constrained and unconstrained models, as well as predicted 
base pairing in the Tether–H101 junction compared to the Broad 
Sampling Library winner (compare Extended Data Fig. 4a,b with 
Fig. 4b,c). To further strengthen our confidence in library design, 
we measured the growth rates of different libraries, which contain 
mixed populations of ribosomes, to observe whether there are dif-
ferences in cellular growth at the population level. This would help 
us discern whether the predicted gains in structural stability from 
our models might contribute to improved tethered ribosome func-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 3). We observed a substantial improve-
ment in growth rates (doubling times) in the Designed Junction 
Library as a mixed population relative to the Broad Sampling 
Library. This supported our working hypothesis that structural 
stabilization of the Tether-H101 junction may be beneficial for 
tethered ribosome function.

Isolation of and orthogonal protein synthesis with Ribo-T v3. We 
carried out a final round of design and Evolink to identify candi-
dates for clonal isolation and characterization of improved tethered 
ribosomes. The library combined the lessons learned from our three 
previous libraries. First, tether lengths ranging from 5 to 9 nt for T1 
and 6 to 9 nt for T2 were tested based on the previous libraries con-
verging to 6 and 8 nt for T1 and T2, respectively (Fig. 5a). Second, 
we kept the Designed Tether–H101 junction featuring base pairs 
that we hoped would contribute to improved structural stability in 
the tethers. Evolink was carried out to identify enriched genotypes 
encoding T1 and T2 (Extended Data Fig. 2c).

Next, we were interested in whether T1 and T2 sequences dis-
played cooperativity as we had previously observed enrichment of 
specific combinations between T1 and T2 sequences during evolu-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 1). To test hypotheses of cooperativity and 
to isolate a final winning genotype, we tested 16 individual geno-
types combining the top four enriched sequences for the T1 and 
T2 regions from this library for their ability to carry out orthogonal 
superfolder green fluorescent protein (sfGFP) synthesis compared 
to a previously improved orthogonal tethered ribosome, oRibo-T 
v2 (Fig. 5b,c). Orthogonal translation output is a unique application 
for tethered ribosomes and an important measure of their function. 
In this experiment, the anti-Shine–Dalgarno of the tethered ribo-
some’s small subunit is mutated to selectively translate o-mRNAs 
(encoding sfGFP) with a correspondingly mutated Shine–Dalgarno 
sequence. Of the 16 genotypes, 14 T1/T2 pairs outperformed 
oRibo-T v2 in orthogonal sfGFP synthesis (Fig. 5c), yield support 
to our search for improve tethered ribosomes. Further, we observed 
combinatorial effects among the 16 individual genotypes tested: 
as an extreme example, depending on the paired T1, the sequence 
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T2: 5′-ACAUAAUG-3′ could perform 30% better than oRibo-T v2 
or 30% worse (Fig. 5c), supporting the hypothesis that the tethers 
interact with functional consequences. The two highest performing 
genotypes were (1) T1, 5′-GUUAUA-3′ and T2, 5′-UCACAAG-3′ 
and (2) 5′-AGUCAAUAA-3′ and T2: 5′-GACCUUCG-3′, which 
each showed increased orthogonal protein synthesis over Ribo-T 
v2 by 56 and 58%, respectively (Fig. 5c). Of these, we carried out 
further characterization for T1, 5′-AGUCAAUAA-3′ and T2, 
5′-GACCUUCG-3′, which we termed Ribo-T v3. The choice of 
this genotype was supported by enrichment trends observed during 

selection, which suggested that a 8-nt T2 was more broadly enriched 
compared to a 6-nt T1 (Extended Data Fig. 2c, right).

Characterization of Ribo-T v3. With Ribo-T v3, we sought to 
characterize its biochemical, functional, and structural properties. 
First, we tested the ability of Ribo-T v3 to support cellular life as 
a general measure of ribosome function9,18. We compared growth 
rates of SQ171 cells living on Ribo-T v3 and Ribo-T v2 in Luria 
Bertani (LB) medium (Fig. 5d) and minimal M9 media (Fig. 5e). 
This revealed improved growth for cells supported by Ribo-T v3 
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(Fig. 5d,e, Supplementary Table 3). Although doubling times in LB 
media were equal within error, cells growing on Ribo-T v3 exhibited 
a 97% improvement in doubling time in M9 media. Additionally, 
SQ171 cells living on Ribo-T v3 showed 59 and 77% improvement 
in lag time for LB and M9 media, respectively (Supplementary  
Table 3). This suggests that differences between Ribo-T v2 and 
Ribo-T v3 extend beyond ribosome function at the molecular scale, 
but also has implications at the phenotypic level when considering 
coordination with other cellular machinery during cellular growth.

Building on improved doubling times and reduced lag times for 
cells supported by Ribo-T v3 compared to Ribo-T v2 (Fig. 5d), we 
explored why the new linkage joining the subunits might be bet-
ter. First, quantitative PCR (qPCR) of rRNA from cells expressing 
orthogonal Ribo-T ribosomes was performed to assess RNA abun-
dance (Supplementary Table 4). On average, rRNA from oRibo-T 
v3 was 1.3 ± 0.27 times more abundant than rRNA from oRibo-T 
v2. Thus, we posit that improved orthogonal protein synthesis with 
oRibo-T v3 compared to oRibo-T v2 may be in part a result of 
improved stability or assembly (for example, by minimizing RNA 
misfolding during maturation of rRNA) into functional ribosomes. 
Second, we applied dimethyl sulfate (DMS) mutational profiling 
with sequencing (DMS-MaPseq)37 to purified tethered ribosomes 
to assess potential differences in structure probed by reactivity to 
DMS. For both Ribo-T v2 and Ribo-T v3 polysomes, we observed 
high chemical reactivity in the tether regions and low reactivity in 
the helices that connect the designed tethers. This indicates that the 
tether regions are highly accessible to chemical modification and 
with the helices less so, consistent with our expectations (Extended 
Data Fig. 5). Taken together, these data suggest that Ribo-T v3 may 
achieve better performance through differences in ribosome bio-
genesis, although this can be explored more comprehensively in  
the future38.

Toward the vision of genetic code expansion, we challenged 
Ribo-T v3 to incorporate a noncanonical amino acid into a pep-
tide. The idea was not to engineer Ribo-T v3 to be better than a 
natural ribosome at incorporating noncanonical amino acids, but 
rather to show that oRibo-T was compatible with applications 
geared toward expanding the chemistry of life1–4,14,24. We chose a 
noncanonical l-α-amino acid ((R)-2-amino-3-(7-(diethylamino)-
2-oxo-2H-chromene-3-carboxamido)propanoic acid, DECP) fea-
turing a diethylamino coumarin group on its side chain (Fig. 5f 
and Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5). The monomer, with a bulky 
side chain, has not yet been shown to be incorporated into a pep-
tide ribosomally, and thus presents an attractive target to show-
case Ribo-T v3’s ability to expand the chemical biology toolbox of 
engineered translation machinery. For demonstration purposes, 
we used a cell-free transcription and translation platform based 
on the PURExpress system39–41. The monomer DECP was charged 
onto tRNAfMet(CAU) using a flexizyme23 (Supplementary Fig. 4c), 
and added to the PURExpress reaction with a purified sample of 
Ribo-T v3 or Ribo-T v2 (Fig. 5e). Mass spectrometry revealed 
that DECP was successfully incorporated into the N-terminus 
of a peptide by both Ribo-T v3 and Ribo-T v2 (Fig. 5f,g and 
Supplementary Fig. 5). We observed improved incorporation of 
DECP by Ribo-T v3 compared to Ribo-T v2 based on less promi-
nent peaks of mis-incorporated or truncated products observed in 
matrix-assisted laser desorption-mass spectrometry. We note that 
the amount of misincorporation or truncation products produced 
by Ribo-T v3 is greater than that of the wild-type untethered ribo-
some (Supplementary Fig. 6). While future opportunities exist for 
engineering the tethered ribosome to specifically polymerize non-
canonical amino acids with high fidelity, Ribo-T v3’s improved 
ribosome function compared to Ribo-T v2 shows its immediate use 
for genetic code expansion.

Finally, we carried out single-particle cryogenic-electron  
microscopy (cryo-EM) on Ribo-T v3 polysomes to solve a medium 

resolution structure of Ribo-T v3 and prove that the tether exists. 
Raw micrographs of the polysomes confirm a characteristic ‘beads 
on a string’ behavior of translating ribosomes (Extended Data  
Fig. 6), and a ribosome that has dissociated from mRNA demon-
strates an ‘open clamshell’ configuration that would be expected 
of a tethered ribosome (Extended Data Fig. 6). The final cryo-EM 
density map had a resolution of 4.18 Å and fit a previously pub-
lished ribosome structure well, confirming that tethering the two 
subunits does not substantially change the 3D conformation of the 
ribosome (Fig. 6a). We were surprised to find that even for this 
medium-density map, we were able to resolve the tether region. 
Using DRRAFTER42, we built the tether sequence into this density 
and confirmed that the tether sequence fits into this additional elec-
tron density in a structurally reasonable way (Fig. 6b). Qualitatively, 
the structure of the backbone generally agrees with previous simu-
lations of the tether region, recognizing that predicted and solved 
structures are samples from a dynamic ensemble of possible struc-
tures. The resolution of the tether residues supported our working 
theory that structure-driven tether design is a sound approach for 
tethered ribosome engineering.

Evolink extension to ribosomal helices. To demonstrate the gener-
alizability of Evolink, we applied Evolink to explore the simultane-
ous mutability of two ribosomal helices, H71 (23S rRNA) and h44 
(16S rRNA). The B3 subunit (residue A1483 of the 16S rRNA) of 
the ribosome has been implicated as critical in ribosomal subunit 
association, and was also revealed to be the target of antibiotics such 
as viomycin that have anti-tuberculosis activity43–45 (Supplementary 
Fig. 7a,b). Evolink on H71 and h44 simultaneously resulted in a wide 
range of log2-fold enrichment between genotypes (Supplementary 
Fig. 7d) ranging from −7.95 to 3.47, including genotypes harbor-
ing mutations previously reported to be significantly detrimen-
tal to ribosome function43,45. We recover genotypes that mutate 
A1483 but are enriched in our selection, revealing potentially 
compensatory mutations that may rescue ribosome function. This 
proof-of-concept generalization of Evolink suggests that it may be 
used to reveal interesting interactions in macromolecular machines.

Discussion
In this work, we present an improved tethered ribosome platform, 
termed Ribo-T v3. Key to our effort was the development of Evolink, 
a technique for evolving regions in macromolecular machines far 
apart in primary sequence but proximal (and potentially function-
ally linked) in three-dimensional space. Evolink uses widely avail-
able molecular biology protocols (PCR and ligation) to link together 
distant sites of a plasmid in a single NGS read, alleviating previ-
ous limitations to ribosome evolution enforced by short NGS read 
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a b
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Fig. 6 | Cryo-EM structure of the Ribo-T v3 ribosome at 4.18-Å resolution. 
A 4.18-Å density of the Ribo-T v3 ribosome was generated through 
single-particle analysis. a, The 4YBB ribosome structure fit into the Ribo-T 
v3 density. b, Enlargement of the density of the Ribo-T v3 tether region with 
top ten DRRAFTER models of the tether built into the density.
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lengths (roughly 300 nt). We note that although Evolink makes 
much more tenable linking together distant sequences, it still faces 
limitations of NGS read length (for example, if all of the regions of 
interest and accessory sequences required for linking them do not fit 
within the current read length limits, regions of interest are in a par-
ticular difficult region for generating amplicons or when working 
outside the context of a plasmid). We carried out four iterations of 
our DBTA directed evolution experiment, featuring library designs 
informed by NGS results as well as structural modeling. Libraries 
explored simultaneous variation of tether sequence and length, as 
well as interaction between the tether and its junction with H101, 
culminating in design of a library that yielded Ribo-T v3.

Ribo-T v3 features new tether RNA sequences (T1, 5′- 
AGUCAAUAA-3′ and T2, 5′-GACCUUCG-3′) as well as designed 
base pairs at the Tether–H101 junction. Ribo-T v3 exhibits up to 
a 58% improvement in orthogonal sfGFP translation and a 97% 
improvement in growth rate as well as a 77% improvement in lag 
time in SQ171 cells growing in M9 minimal media. Cells supported 
by Ribo-T v3 in rich LB media exhibit comparable growth rates 
to those living on Ribo-T v2, but a 59% improvement in lag time. 
This is consistent with our evolution experiments that favor cells 
that emerge from stationary phase most quickly. Additionally, we 
showcase Ribo-T v3’s potential for expanding the chemical tool-
box of orthogonal translation systems through the incorporation 
of a new noncanonical amino acid featuring a bulky side chain 
(DECP) into a peptide using an in vitro transcription and transla-
tion reaction supplemented with synthetic transfer RNAs charged 
with flexizyme. Taken together, the improvements in Ribo-T v3 are 
important because they permit assay improvements (for example, 
faster growth for RNA extractions; higher density cultures for 
increased downstream RNA and ribosome characterization) and 
facilitate rapid prototyping of orthogonal translation systems.

Looking forward, we predict that Ribo-T v3 will accelerate new 
advances in orthogonal translation systems to expand the palette 
of genetically encoded chemistries9,14,16,46. Further, the demonstra-
tion of Evolink applied to H71 and h44 of the rRNA reveal that 
Evolink could be used to study more complex interactions beyond 
base pairing. Finally, we expect Evolink will advance directed evo-
lution efforts, especially those for large macromolecular machines,  
for synthetic biology.
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Methods
Library construction. Plasmid libraries of Ribo-T tethers were generated using 
PCR with the plasmid encoding Ribo-T v2 (ref. 9), as the template. Oligonucleotides 
(IDT) encoding degenerate bases (Ns) in place of the tethers were used to amplify 
the insert that includes both tethers and the 23S rRNA (referred to as the insert) 
(Fig. 1c). For the Tether–23S junction, oligos encoded deletions in the specified 
region, not degenerate bases (Fig. 2e). Another pair of oligos amplified the 
remainder of the plasmid (referred to as the backbone) (Supplementary Table 1). 
Resulting amplicons were purified using the Omega Cycle-Pure kit (Omega BioTek), 
then digested with DpnI (NEB) to remove the template. The insert and backbone 
were ligated using isothermal DNA assembly32, and transformed into POP2136 
cells via electroporation. Posttransformation, the cells were recovered in 800 μl 
of SOC growth medium at 30 °C for 90–120 min, then plated on LB-agar plates 
containing 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin. The plates were incubated at 30 °C for 16–18 h 
until colonies appeared. All colonies were scraped from the agar plates and plasmid 
extraction was performed using a Zymo-PURE Midiprep II kit (Zymo Research).

Selection of tethered ribosomes. The libraries of Ribo-T tethers were transformed 
into SQ171 cells lacking chromosomal ribosomes33. Next, 100 ng of the plasmid 
library was transformed into 50 μl of SQ171 cells via electroporation, then 
recovered with 500 μl of SOC at 37 °C with shaking at 250 r.p.m. for 2 h. After, 
another 1.5 ml of SOC was added to the cells and the final 2 ml culture was brought 
to 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin and 0.25% sucrose. These cells were then incubated 
at 37 °C with shaking at 250 r.p.m. for 16–18 h. After incubation, cells were plated 
onto LB-agar plates containing: carbenicillin (100 μg ml−1), sucrose (5% w/v) 
and erythromycin (250 μg ml−1) and incubated at 37 °C for 20–24 h until colonies 
appeared. Colonies were then washed from the agar plates with LB containing 
100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin (roughly 5 ml of LB-carbenicillin per 100 mm petri dish) 
and grown to saturation at 37 °C with 250 r.p.m. shaking. Then 1 ml of the solution 
was reserved and plasmids were extracted using the Zymo-PURE Miniprep kit 
(Zymo Research). The saturated culture was then subject to passaging over 4 days 
in LB containing 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin, and plasmids were extracted each day 
for sequencing.

Preparation of amplicons for NGS. Plasmids extracted from selection cultures 
were linearized using PCR, and purified using the Omega Cycle-Pure kit. Then 
20 ng of the purified product was used in a 20 μl ligation reaction containing T4 
ligase (NEB) and the appropriate accompanying buffer. After incubation at 37 °C 
for 2 h, 2 μl of the ligation reaction was used directly in a 20 μl PCR with 15 cycles 
of amplification, which generated the amplicon for NGS. The resulting product was 
then purified and prepared for NGS using the NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep 
kit (NEB). The resulting library was run on a MiSeq (Illumina) using a 150-cycle 
MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 (Illumina).

Analysis of NGS results. Paired-end reads from Illumina sequencing were 
assembled using PANDASeq47. Reads that had coverage (number of redundant 
reads) of less than ten were filtered and excluded from analysis. Pairs of sequences 
were then identified, and the following parameters were calculated.

Abundance was calculated using the following formula:

Abundancei, n =

readsi, n
∑S

i readsi,n

for a specific genotype i at timepoint n, and S represents the total number of unique 
genotypes at timepoint n after filtering as described above.

Fold enrichment was calculated using the following formula:

Enrichmenti,n = log2
abundancei,n
abundancei,0

for a specific genotype i at timepoint n, and abundance0 represents the abundance 
after selection on agar plates as previously described before any liquid culture.

Post facto computational modeling of tether. For 3D modeling studies, we set up 
FARFAR2 simulations35 using a crystal structure of the E. coli ribosome36 (Protein 
Data Bank (PDB) code 4YBB). Starting from that structure, we truncated the 
stem-loops 23S rRNA Helix 101 (H101) and 16S rRNA helix 44 (h44), removing 
the residues that are deleted in all tethered ribosome constructs, and renumbered 
those residues to facilitate building a continuous RNA chain.

Using that initial structure as a template, we built the remaining residues of the 
tether using the FARFAR2 algorithm, conducted on 200 CPUs for 24 h, generating 
several thousand structures. We conducted simulations under two conditions: in 
one, only tether residues were resampled; in another, a junction on the 23S side of 
the tether was resampled as well.

All inputs and command files used in setting up computational modeling are 
available at https://github.com/everyday847/ribotv3_simulations.

Measurement of orthogonal GFP production. Combinations of potentially 
high-performant tether designs were identified from NGS results and built into 

a plasmid containing both an orthogonal tethered ribosome gene (oRibo-T) 
and an orthogonal superfolder GFP (o-sfGFP) coding sequence (mutated 
Shine–Dalgarno sequence). Then 10 ng of sequence-confirmed plasmids were 
transformed into 25 μl of BL21(DE3) cells via electroporation, recovered in 
1 ml of SOC, and plated on agar plates containing 100 μg ml−1 of carbenicillin. 
Individual colonies were picked (n = 3) for inoculation of 100 μl of LB media 
containing 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin. Cultures were incubated at 37 °C for 14–16 h 
with 2 mm continuous linear shaking in a plate reader (Agilent BioTek Synergy 
H1) and absorbance at 600 nm (OD600) was monitored to ensure saturation. After 
cultures reached saturation, each culture was diluted to roughly 0.01 OD600 in 
fresh LB media containing 100 μg ml−1 of carbenicillin and 1 mM isopropyl β-d-
1-thiogalactopyranoside to induce transcription of the orthogonal GFP gene. 
Cultured were incubated at 37 °C for 14–16 h with 2 mm continuous linear shaking 
in a plate reader and OD600 was monitored along with fluorescence (485/528 nm 
excitation/emission). Orthogonal GFP production (fluorescence) was normalized 
by OD600. Fluorescence and turbidity measurements were made using the BioTek 
Synergy H1 Hybrid Reader and BioTek Gen 5 v.2.09 software.

Measurement of relative rRNA amounts by qPCR. Ribosomes from BL21(DE3) 
cells harboring oRibo-T v2 and oRibo-T v3 were harnessed through a sucrose 
cushion as described previously39. Primers probing regions specific to tethered 
ribosomes (Supplementary Table 1) were used to perform qPCR, using the iTaq 
Universal SYBR Green Supermix Kit (Bio-Rad), in 20 μl reactions according to the 
manufacturer’s specifications. Bio-Rad CFX96 machines were used for recording 
data. The resulting qPCR data were analyzed using CFX Maestro software 
(Bio-Rad) and Ct values were exported for future analysis.

Growth rate characterization of Ribo-T v3. A plasmid encoding tether sequences 
corresponding to Ribo-T v3 (named pRTv3), was constructed using Gibson 
assembly32. Next, 10 ng of pRTv3 was transformed into 50 μl of SQ171fg cells9,18 
via electroporation and recovered in 500 μl of SOC at 37 °C for 2 h with shaking 
at 250 r.p.m.. After recovery, 1.5 ml of SOC was added and supplemented with 
100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin and 0.25% (w/v) sucrose (final concentrations). After 
overnight (16–18 h) recovery at 37 °C with 250 r.p.m. shaking, the cells were 
spun down (4,000g, 10 min) and plated on LB-agar plates containing 100 mg m−1: 
carbenicillin, 5% sucrose and 250 μg ml−1 erythromycin. Individual colonies were 
picked, and resistance to 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin and sensitivity to 50 μg ml−1 
kanamycin was checked on LB-agar plates to confirm successful swapping of 
ribosome plasmids in the SQ171fg cells. Colonies that successfully replaced 
pCSacB33 with pRTv3 were carried through for analysis.

In a 96-well plate, 100 μl of LB media containing 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin, 
5% sucrose and 250 μg ml−1 erythromycin was inoculated with a colony from an 
LB-agar plate containing 100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin, 5% sucrose and 250 μg ml−1 
erythromycin and incubated for 14–16 h at 37 °C with 2 mm lateral shaking in a 
plate reader (Agilent BioTek Synergy H1). Absorbance at 600 nm was monitored 
to ensure cultures reached saturation. After incubation, cultures were diluted 
to an A600 of roughly 0.05 (roughly 20-fold) in 100 μl of LB media containing 
100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin, 5% sucrose and 250 μg ml−1 erythromycin and incubated 
for 18 h at 37 °C with 2 mm of lateral shaking, and absorbance at 600 nm (A600) 
was monitored. Turbidity measurements were made using the BioTek Synergy H1 
Hybrid Reader and BioTek Gen 5 v.2.09 software.

Preparation of DECP-CME. The graphical representation of synthesis is shown 
in Supplementary Fig. 8. Cyanomethyl-2-amino-3-(7-(diethylamino)-2-oxo-
2H-chromene-3-carboxamido) propanoate (DECP-CME, 5) was prepared with 
three steps using the synthetic methods previously described36,41. First, 268 mg 
(1 mmol) of 7-(diethylamino)-2-oxo-2H-chromene-3-carboxylic acid (1) and 
162 mg (1 mmol) of carbonyldiimidazole were added to a flask and sealed with 
a septum. 5 ml of anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide was added into the flask 
using an oven-dried syringe and stirred at room temperature for 2 h. Then 204 mg 
(1 mmol) of (R)-3-amino-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)propanoic acid (2) was 
added and stirred overnight. The product was extracted with ethyl acetate after 
washing the crude reaction mixture with 1 M HCl, water and brine. Second, 38 ml 
(0.6 mmol) of chloroacetonitrile and 104 ml (0.75 mmol) of triethylamine were 
added to 223 mg (0.5 mmol) of the purified 2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)-3-
(7-(diethylamino)-2-oxo-2H-chromene-3-carboxamido) propanoic acid (3) in 
1 ml of DCM and stirred overnight. The organic layer was washed with 1 M HCl, 
water and brine and dried over MgSO4. (3) 1 ml of 50% of trifluoroacetic acid 
solution in DCM was added to the purified cyanomethyl-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)
amino)-3-(7-(diethylamino)-2-oxo-2H-chromene-3-carboxamido)propanoate (4) 
to deprotect the Boc group. The final product was dried under high vacuum and 
obtained as pale yellow powder (yield 57%). Confirmation of synthesis was carried 
out via nuclear magnetic resonance, and the resulting data analyzed using both 
MNOVA (MestraNova) and Bruker Topspin software packages.

Purification of RTv3 for in vitro translation reactions and biochemical analysis. 
In brief, SQ171fg cells harboring pRTv3 as the sole source of ribosomes were 
grown to mid-exponential phase (A600 = 0.3–0.8) in 500 ml of LB media containing 
100 μg ml−1 carbenicillin and 250 μg ml−1 erythromycin. Cells were spun down, 
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lysed using homogenization and ribosomes were harvested using a sucrose cushion 
as described previously39. Ribosome pellets were resuspended in Buffer C (10 mM 
pH 7.5 Tris Acetate, 60 mM ammonium chloride, 7.5 mM magnesium acetate, 
0.5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid and 2 mM dithiothreitol) and brought to a 
concentration of 15 mM (A260 = 625). Resuspended ribosomes were used directly in 
in vitro translation reactions.

In vitro translation reactions for incorporation of DECP by RTv3. Preparation 
of DNA templates for RNAs. The DNA templates for flexizymes and tRNA 
preparation were synthesized as previously described23,39–41. Sequences of the final 
DNA templated used for in vitro transcription by the T7 polymerase are available 
in Supplementary Table 5.

Preparation of Fxs and tRNAs. Flexizymes (Fxs) and tRNAs were prepared using 
an in vitro transcription kit (HiScribe T7 High yield RNA synthesis kit, NEB 
E2040S) and purified by the previously reported methods39–41.

Charging DECP into tRNA by Fx. The acylation experiment was performed first 
using flexizyme with three flexizymes (e, d and aFx). The Fx reaction was carried out 
as follows: 1 μl of 0.5 M HEPES (pH 7.5) or bicine (pH 8.8), 1 μl of 10 μM microhelix 
(mihx, tRNA mimic) and 3 μl of nuclease-free water were mixed in a PCR tube with 
1 μl of 10 μM eFx, dFx and aFx, respectively. The mixture was heated for 2 min at 95 °C 
and cooled down to room temperature over 5 min. Next, 2 μl of 0.3 M MgCl2 in water 
was added to the mixture and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. Followed by 
the incubation of the reaction mixture on ice for 2 min, 2 μl of 25 mM DECP-CME 
in dimethylsulfoxide was then added to the reaction mixture. The reaction mixture 
was incubated for 16 h on ice in a cold room. The optimal acylation reaction was 
determined by measuring the acylation yield using an acidic polyacrylamide gel 
(pH 5.2). tRNAfMet(AUG) was charged with DECP under the condition obtained from 
the mihx acylation experiment. The charged tRNA was precipitated using ethanol and 
used for in vitro translation without further purification.

In vitro protein translation reaction. The noncanonical substrate incorporation 
experiment was performed using the PURExpress (Δribosome, Δaa, ΔtRNA, 
E3315Z) system. DECP-charged tRNAfMet(CAU) was dissolved in 1 μl of 1 mM 
NaOAc (pH 5.2) and added into 9 μl of solution mixture containing 2 μl of Solution 
A, 1.2 μl of Factor mix, 1.8 μl of Ribo-T v3 (2.4 μM in final reaction), 1 μl of 
endogenous tRNA mixture, 1 μl of DNA plasmid (130 ng μl−1), 1 μl of nuclease-free 
water and 1 μl of 5 mM amino acid mixtures (Trp, Ser, His, Pro, Gln, Phe, Glu, Lys 
and Thr). The reaction mixture was incubated in 37 °C for 2 h.

The target peptide produced in the PURE reaction was purified by using 
MagStrep (type 3) XT beads in 5% suspension (IBA Lifesciences), which selectively 
pull down the target peptide bearing the Strep tag (WSHPQFEK) at the C-terminal 
region. After pulling down the target peptide, the magnetic beads were washed 
with the Strep-Tactin XT wash buffer (IBA Lifesciences) and treated with 0.1% SDS 
solution in water. The beads were heated at 95 °C in a PCR machine to denature the 
target peptide bound to the beads. The magnetic beads were removed on a magnet 
rack and the obtained peptide was analyzed by mass spectrometry and resulting 
data analyzed using Bruker Flexanalysis software.

Chemical mapping of tethers by DMS-MaPseq. Targeted chemical mapping 
by DMS was carried out for the tether regions of both Ribo-T v2 and Ribo-T v3 
ribosomes by a method adapted from DMS-MaPseq. Polysomes were isolated via 
sucrose cushion and quantified by nanodrop. Polysomes were diluted to 1 μM in 
Buffer G and treated with DMS (or water for an untreated negative control) at 
a final concentration of 1.5% for 7.5 min. The DMS modification reaction was 
quenched by addition of 2 reaction volumes of beta-mercaptoethanol and RNA 
was extracted by Direct-Zol RNA Miniprep Plus kit (Zymo Research). Then 250 ng 
of extracted RNA was mixed with 10 pmol reverse transcription primer (either 
oVT629 or oVT631 for tether 1 or tether 2, respectively) and heated to 65 °C for 
5 min, placed on ice for 2 min and then mixed with 4 μl of 5× TGIRT FS buffer 
(250 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 375 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2), 2 μl of 10 mM dNTPs, 
1 μl of water, 0.5 μl of TGIRT-III enzyme. Reverse transcription was carried out 
at 57 °C for 3 h and quenched by addition of 5 μl of 1 N NaOH and 5 μl of 0.5 M 
EDTA and incubating at 65 °C for 15 min to denature reverse transcriptase and 
hydrolyze RNA. The complementary DNA was purified via Zymo Oligo Clean 
and Concentrator kit (Zymo Research) and eluted in 12.5 μl of water. Next, 2 μl of 
cDNA was amplified in a 20 μl PCR using the NEBNext Ultra II Q5 Master Mix 
(NEB) with 0.5 μM each of both forward and reverse primers (oVT628/629 for T1, 
oVT630/631 for T2) and amplified for 20 cycles via two-step PCR (98 °C for 30 s, 
20 cycles of 98 °C for 10 s followed by 72 °C for 60 s, 72 °C for 5 min). Reactions 
were purified using SPRISelect beads (Beckman Coulter), eluted in 25 μl of water 
and confirmed for appropriate tether amplification by 2% agarose gel stained with 
SYBRSafe (Invitrogen). Sample-specific index sequences were added to 20 μl of 
the eluted amplicons via 50 μl of indexing PCR reactions using the NEBNext Ultra 
II Q5 Master Mix and 0.5 μM each of iTru 5L and iTru 7L indexing primers for 
five cycles with the following program: 98 °C for 30 s, five cycles of (98 °C for 10 s, 
65 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 30 s), final extension at 72 °C for 5 min. Amplicons were 
purified by SPRISelect beads, quantified by qPCR and Qubit DNA HS fluorometry 

(Invitrogen) and sequenced via paired-end sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq using 
the MiSeq v2 300 cycle kit (200 cycles × 100 cycles).

Chemical mapping data analysis. Analysis of chemical mapping experiments 
was done using the RNAFramework package48. Demultiplexed sample-specific 
sequencing read fastq files were downloaded from Illumina Basespace. The Read1 
fastq file was aligned against the tether 1 or tether 2 sequence using the rf-map 
command with ‘-b2 -cqo‘ flags. Mutations in the alignments were counted using 
the ‘rf-count‘ command with the ‘-m‘ flag and normalized using the ‘rf-norm‘ 
command using ‘-sm 4 -nm 2 -rb AC‘ flags. Normalized reactivity values were 
superimposed on the predicted RNA structure18 using VARNA.

Cryo-EM microscopy. Ribo-T-v3 polysomes isolated via sucrose cushion were 
diluted to 1 μM in Buffer G. Polysomes were blotted onto glow-discharged 
Quantafoil R 2/1 mesh copper grids, incubated for 1 min at 4 °C at 100% humidity, 
then flash frozen in liquid ethane using a Vitrobot Mark IV (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). Grids were imaged on a 200 kV Talos Arctica electron microscope 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a pixel size of 0.86 Å per pixel. Then 1,312 40-frame 
videos were taken with a per-frame duration of 0.0337 s per frame and a per-frame 
dose of 1.25 e−/A2. Further information is available in Supplementary Table 7.

Analysis of cryo-EM data. All steps of single-particle analysis including 
motion correction, CTF estimation, particle extraction, two-dimensional (2D) 
classification, ab initio reconstruction and 3D refinement were carried out 
using CryoSPARC Live49. All micrographs were imported and roughly 1,000 
particles were manually picked to generate preliminary 2D classifications to guide 
automated picking. Initially, 102,279 particles were extracted. Then 2D classes 
were used to subset the extracted particles to preserve only the ones containing 
ribosome-like features. Two more rounds of 2D classification were run to further 
remove poor particles. A final count of 34,852 particles were then used for ab initio 
reconstruction and 3D refinement. A final gold-standard Fourier shell correction 
map with a resolution of 4.18 Å was achieved.

The refined density map was imported into Chimera, z-flipped and Gaussian 
blurred with a blur factor of 1.5. The 4YBB ribosome structure was first fit into 
the blurred density, then the fit was refined into the un-blurred density, using the 
Chimera ‘Fit to Map’ command. The fitted density was segmented using the Segger 
tool50 using default parameters and segments corresponding to the tether region 
were selected and extracted for 3D modeling.

The tether sequence was built into a segmented density map using standard 
DRRAFTER commands in Rosetta v.3.13. In total, 10,000 models were generated 
and the top ten models visually consistent with the contoured full density map 
were selected.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | optimization of molecular biology steps involved in library preparation workflow of Evolink. a, A clonal sample of the tethered 
ribosome (Ribo-T v2) is linearized using different oligos compatible with multiple ligation protocols. b, From the different ligation products, generation 
of final amplicon for next-generation sequencing can happen with a wide range of ligation methods and starting template amounts in the PCR. Gel data 
representative of two independent experiments.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Enrichment of individual genotypes throughout full Evolink experiment. a–c, Positively enriched genotypes (purple) and negative 
enriched genotypes (dark gray) can be tracked throughout multiple time points throughout selection. Genotypes that drop out during selection can also 
be identified (light gray). Corresponding heat maps that reveal trends in selected tether lengths also helped inform designs. Generally, across the three 
libraries tested in this work, (a) the Broad Sampling Library, (b) the Designed Junction Library, and (c) the Designed Junction + Length Refined Library, 
log2-fold enrichment values between -6 to 6 are observed. Enrichment and heatmap data representative of three independent experiments.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Score vs. Root-Mean-Standard-Deviation analysis of FARFAR2 simulations of enriched tether sequences. a–d, For the Broad 
Sampling Library, we observe striking differences between simulations that constrained (blue) or did not constrain (orange) 3D structures of the 
Tether-H101 junction. Of the four modeled genotypes, two sequence (c,d) exhibit particularly substantial differences, hinting at structural instability in 
the Tether-H101 junction. e–h, When similar simulations are performed with enriched tether sequences from the Designed Junction Library (designed 
sequences at the Tether-H101 junction), the results of FARFAR2 simulations reach similarly low scores in constrained vs. unconstrained modeling runs.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Representative constrained and unconstrained 3D models of Designed Junction Library winner. The winning genotype from  
Fig. 4h was modeled using Rosetta, and representative outputs are shown. In both the (a) unconstrained and (b) constrained model, the Designed 
Junction residues are predicted to base pair, reinforcing structural stability to this region.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Chemical reactivity of tethers to DMS in whole polysomes. Targeted structure probing was performed on the tethers of both 
RiboTv2 and RiboTv3 polysomes via DMS-MaPseq. The per-nucleotide chemical reactivities of the tethers and their adjacent rRNA stems can be seen in 
the figure for both RiboTv2 (a) and RiboTv3 (b). Gray shaded nucleotides represent U and G residues that are not modified by DMS.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Raw Cryo-EM micrographs of Ribo-Tv3 polysomes. Single-particle Cryo-EM was carried out on RiboTv3 polysomes. a, A representative 
raw micrograph shows that RiboTv3 polysomes look like characteristic ‘beads on a string’ as expected for actively translating ribosomes. b, A tethered ribosome 
that has dissociated from an mRNA looks like an open clamshell, as would be expected for a tethered ribosome. The large and small subunits are indicated by 
white arrows.
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